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Viewing primary care as merely one of the many niches in individual patient care fosters a narrow perspective that neither accounts for the full value of primary care nor offers proper guidance for reforming it. Instead, a systems view better articulates primary care’s essential role in increasing the effectiveness and efficiency of other health care services. Primary care improves health care system functioning through such services as managing and triaging undifferentiated symptoms, matching patient needs to health care resources, and enhancing the system’s ability to adapt to new circumstances. By acting as an appropriate filter for high-technology care, primary care helps ensure that it is appropriately applied, a major determinant of outcomes. Furthermore, because primary care is the most financially and geographically accessible arm of the health care system, it reduces socioeconomic and geographic disparities across the population. Even in the de facto health system that exists in the United States, these functions are necessary for the efficient, equitable, and sustainable delivery of health care and the adaptability and resilience of the system as a whole. As primary care reforms proceed, it will be important to explicitly consider how to support and strengthen its system-level benefits. Needed reforms include enabling universal access to primary care and providing the leadership, training, and infrastructure support to improve its performance as a central hub in the network of patients, clinicians, and communities. It is important that health systems realize the essential integrative function of primary care.


To manage a system effectively, you might focus on interaction of the parts rather than their behavior taken separately.

–Russell L. Ackoff, systems theorist (1)

H ealth care is an essential means for promoting human development. By expanding people’s capability to pursue lives that they value—free from premature death or treatable illness—health care reduces deprivation and enhances freedom (2). But to achieve these social objectives, a society must be able to distribute the benefits of health care across its entire population. Because it delivers health care to populations with both equity and efficiency, primary care is an essential component of a rational health care system (3).

Given such broad aspirations, realizing the potential of primary care is universally challenging, but it has been especially difficult in the United States (4). Without an organized system of health care delivery, or even a financing mechanism that ensures universal access, the fragmented system that has evolved presents many obstacles to primary care (5–9).

Some recent assessments of primary care’s future have become increasingly dystopian (8, 10, 11), standing in stark contrast to the thorough account of primary care’s benefits published by the Institute of Medicine’s Committee on the Future of Primary Care less than a decade ago (3). Many of the warnings about primary care’s possible demise take a market perspective (10–12), arguing that if primary care is faltering because of consumer choice, then the “invisible hand” has performed its duty to regulate demand and supply. But the market is subject to well-known failings—the so-called externalities—in which decisions to produce or consume a good or service have consequences beyond the participants in the transaction (13). In such cases, the aggregate effect of many self-interested decisions causes public harm in domains such as social well-being, public health, and environmental protection (14). A classic example is the polluter, who saves money by indiscriminately disposing of wastes, while others pay the costs in the form of a degraded environment (15). Certain population benefits of primary care are at risk for being eroded by externalities in the current U.S. health care marketplace. For example, free access to specialists may be an individual psychic good, but if it comes at the expense of a rational system of matching population needs with health care resources, and promoting generalist–specialist interdependence, then free access to specialists may endanger long-term health system sustainability.

It is easy to overlook many of the important benefits of primary care if one views it as merely another clinical services niche in the marketplace. Only a systems view illuminates the real value of primary care: First, primary care is best understood as an essential part of an effective, efficient, and equitable health care system, even in a de facto system such as exists in the United States (16). Second, within the broader “system”—the naturalistic ecology (17, 18) of patients nested within health care systems nested within communities—primary care provides essential services at each level of organization. Important aggregate effects of primary care—over and above its benefits for individual patients—arise at higher organizational levels, representing new system behaviors not necessarily predictable from lower-level effects (19, 20).

We describe these essential system functions that primary care performs for health care organizations and populations. We have attempted to build on previous systems
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thinking (16, 21, 22), by explicitly considering a set of “primary care functions” that contribute to the effectiveness and overall integrity of the health care system, including triage of undifferentiated symptoms, improving the efficiency and appropriateness of specialty care, and reducing socioeconomic and geographic disparities. We hope that a focus on these primary care functions will not only place the debate on primary care’s future in a sufficiently broad context but will also guide transformations that will enable primary care to fully realize its promise. Many of the transformations involve strengthening generalists’ role as key connections in the network of patients, clinicians, and communities.

SCALING UP FROM INDIVIDUALS TO SYSTEMS

In trying to understand complex systems like ecosystems, economies, or health care, a central issue is how large-scale system features and patterns emerge from small-scale interactions (23–25). For example, what driving forces across millions of doctor–patient interactions cause disparities by race and ethnicity in the use of preventive and therapeutic interventions (26)—even among insured populations (27)—to emerge independently in so many communities across the United States? To address such questions, 3 characteristics of complex systems must be understood (28): 1) the number and diversity of interacting components, 2) how the components interact to generate system behavior, and 3) the mechanisms that feed back to the components the outcomes of their interactions. Each characteristic can sway the performance of the overall system. Most intuitively, an increase in 1 type of component relative to the others will change system behavior. Thus, continuing with the health care disparities example, if physicians from minority groups provide less disparate care, then each incremental increase in the minority physician workforce would be expected to incrementally reduce health service disparities. Beyond a critical threshold of minority physician workforce, however, the larger medical culture may evolve so that patient interactions change across all providers, thus sharply reducing disparities. Such emergent effects often follow nonlinear paths, illustrating the principle that quantitative change of a sufficient magnitude becomes qualitative change. The feedback mechanism motivating physician behavior change could be very explicit (tracking measures of disparate care) or more implicit (heightened awareness of disparities prompts physicians to question their assumptions when they care for minorities).

PRIMARY CARE FUNCTIONS

Primary care provides essential functions for patients, health systems, and populations. Because patient-level services have been extensively discussed in the primary care literature, we discuss them here only to emphasize that they are the fundamental units of primary care activity and the necessary prerequisites for the emergence of many higher-level functions (Table, top). For example, although not unique to primary care, a strong emphasis on person-focused care (29, 30) projects beyond the patient–physician dyad to support important system goals such as quality of care (31, 32) and efficient use of services (33, 34). Person-focused care also helps caregivers reach decisions that meet the needs of the patient rather than the health care system (35). This entails careful consideration of procedures that may be driven by availability rather than benefit (36); self-perpetuating cascades of diagnostic or therapeutic interventions (37); and interventions aimed at reducing clinician rather than patient uncertainty.

Functions for Health Care Systems

Primary care provides essential functions for health systems, whether the de facto system of care in the United States or the more centrally organized health systems elsewhere (Table, middle). As the point of entry into the health system, primary care enhances the efficiency of downstream providers in several ways. First, primary care is a mechanism to evaluate patients with undifferentiated symptoms, so that, for example, patients with chest pain from panic disorder do not end up in the angiography laboratory, while those with chest pain from angina do. This benefit accrues not only to patients; the aggregate effect of this triage function at the health system level is to match patients’ needs with system resources, thus minimizing potential overtreatment or undertreatment (38). Part of the triage effect emerges from the mathematics of clinical epidemiology. Specialist testing strategies for ruling in serious disease function well only when the prior probability of disease is reasonably high; primary care can ensure that this is so with appropriate screening of referrals (39, 40). Another part of the triage effect stems from the different severity of illness usually seen by generalists rather than specialists. Dealing with complex, high-risk cases, specialists often use “maximin” strategies (41) designed to make the best of the worst-case scenario, strategies that may be inappropriate for patients with less severe illness (42). On the other hand, patients with complex illnesses often require specialist care, and primary care triage helps to ensure that specialists spend most of their time applying their skills where they are critically needed. In the case of illnesses such as major depressive disorder, primary care also provides a major source of system capacity for a disorder that would otherwise overwhelm the supply of specialist mental health clinicians.

Some patients present with problems that the health care system cannot diagnose or solve (43). Often, after a string of specialty evaluations excludes various organ systems as the cause, the patient is left feeling confused, frightened, and forsaken. Because of its commitment to persons rather than problems, primary care does not dismiss these patients, but continues to hold them in the system and manage their problems. The continuing prev-
eral incidence of undiagnosable illness in medical practice (44) makes this holding function an important system service.

Another function of primary care is to enhance the mutual understanding of patient and health system. Using the knowledge gained from personal relationships, primary care clinicians can anticipate and address patients’ concerns about diagnostic tests, procedures, and referrals. And patients’ reciprocal trust will make them more likely to open up and ask difficult questions. Physicians’ knowledge of specialty colleagues can also help patients understand consultants’ professional approaches and personal styles, minimizing surprises for the patient. Conversely, primary care physicians can also assist specialty colleagues in understanding patients, for example, by pointing out that an especially stoic patient may minimize symptoms or functional limitations, or that a patient’s relative had a serious complication from the same procedure for which the patient is being referred.

Primary care also increases health care systems’ adaptive capacity, defined as system flexibility and the ability to change in response to opportunities or disturbances. For example, primary care can help absorb a spike in demand for care related to an important new test or treatment. Primary care can also buffer shifts in health care manpower, such as the current inadequate number of geriatricians. And because these services can be provided across multiple organ systems and age groups, primary care is a multifunctional buffer for such situations.

### Functions for Populations
As the most geographically and financially accessible form of health care, primary care helps to minimize inequalities due to the geographic distribution and high costs of health resources (Table, bottom) (45–47). In this respect, primary care helps reduce the impact of the “inverse care law,” which states that health care is available to a population in inverse proportion to its need (48). Primary care physicians are more likely to be located in rural areas or economically disadvantaged urban areas than specialist physicians (47, 49). For patients who need specialty care but lack financial access to it, primary care clinicians often provide a level of care that can forestall severe illness. These reductions in health inequality due to primary care are measurable at the population level (50–52).

The decentralized geography of primary care is also an important mechanism to bridge communities and tertiary care. Primary care is a pathway to tertiary care for patients with rare or complex illnesses, providing the necessary linkages for case finding and referral.

As an aggregated effect of the health system service
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### Table. Health Care Functions Provided by Primary Care

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Care Function</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Patient Level</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide personal health care</td>
<td>Diagnose and treat illness</td>
<td>Care for diabetes mellitus in context of continuous relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on person rather than disease</td>
<td>Understand patient’s overarching goals</td>
<td>Balance treatment intensity and quality of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on decisions congruent with goals of patient rather than health care system</td>
<td>Elicit informed preferences</td>
<td>Discuss marginal benefit of additional testing, intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Develop continuous healing relationship</td>
<td>Enhance trust and understanding</td>
<td>Address fears about surgery stemming from experiences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on trajectories of personal health</td>
<td>Anticipate future problems</td>
<td>Risk for family violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place patient in context of family/community</td>
<td>Understand contextual risks and perceptions</td>
<td>Address medical practices that conflict with culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrate needs of patients with multiple conditions</td>
<td>Manage conflicts and burden of multiple recommendations</td>
<td>Discuss effect of steroid use for lupus on diabetes mellitus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Health care system level** | | |
| Point of entry for initial evaluation | Access and initial triage of symptoms | Differentiate coronary artery disease from panic disorder |
| Match patient needs with system resources | Avoid over- or undertreatment | Manage asthma in primary care vs. referral to pulmonologist |
| Increase mutual understanding of patient and health care system | Provide contextual information | Tell consultant that patient is very stoic and minimizes symptoms |
| Coordination of services | Coordinate care from multiple disciplines | Coordinate mental health and support group services for patients with cancer |
| Provide capacity for acute and chronic illness not requiring specialty care | Provide source of clinical care manpower | Care for major depression |

| **Population level** | | |
| Link geographies of community and tertiary care | Supply decentralized source of local health care | Refer patients needing tertiary care intervention |
| Match population needs with health resources | Enhance efficiency and appropriateness of care | Buffer supply-side drivers of overuse |
| Promote equity and counter market dynamics | Provide access and understand sources of bias Distribution matches geographical distribution of U.S. population |
| Locus of primary and secondary prevention | Augment public health | Provide recommended immunizations |
noted above, primary care helps accomplish population-level matching of health needs and services, so that health resources within a society can be deployed most effectively. For example, patients in states with higher population ratios of generalist physicians spend less on Medicare while receiving higher quality of care, as measured by receipt of recommended services (53).

One of the population-level benefits of primary care may be to act as a filter between patients and high-technology care (54, 55). Although this created negative perceptions of primary care during the era of expanded gatekeeping, both theory and evidence suggest that the health care system functions better when primary care is the pathway to specialty care (16, 56). One of the most robust findings in health services research is that population rates of many procedures correlate very closely with supply-side variables such as per capita ratios of physicians, hospital beds, and technology, while showing very poor correlations with indicators of need such as illness rates (36, 57–59). For example, thresholds for coronary bypass grafting fall as the per capita ratio of cardiothoracic surgeons increases, leading to increasing probability that procedures will be applied to patients with less severe disease (60). More intensive diagnosis and therapy can lead to patient harm, through detection of “abnormalities” with little prognostic meaning, and increased risk for iatrogenesis from medications or surgery (61, 62). Although the literature on this question is small, there is evidence that patients who are referred for procedures by primary care physicians have better outcomes than do patients who have gone directly to specialists (56). Primary care can also function to direct patients toward higher-quality technical care for procedures with critical volume–outcome relationships, such as coronary bypass (63).

In addition, primary care is a locus for primary and secondary prevention, augmenting the public health system’s ability to meet prevention targets. Beyond its role as a source of clinical preventive services, primary care may provide other, more subtle, preventive benefits. Because most people make at least 1 visit to a primary care physician each year, primary care is in a position to serve as a “population strategy” for prevention. Population strategies have small effects on large numbers of persons at low risk for illness, yielding aggregate public health benefits that often exceed those from prevention programs that produce large effects on small numbers of people at high risk (64).

Health care system sustainability may be the ultimate population-level service of primary care. In an era when the intersection between affluent modern societies and rapidly expanding technology adds up to a seemingly limitless demand for health care (fueled further by profit motives [65])—while willingness to pay is bounded by business and public-sector economics—some rational control is necessary. Although primary care (as gatekeeper) has been recently stung by the forbidding politics of restraint, health system sustainability has not ceased to be an issue.

**Evidence of Primary Care’s System Benefits**

Cross-national comparisons of primary care infrastructure and population health outcomes provide evidence of the systems benefits of primary care. In a series of studies over 20 years, replicated for both the 1980s and 1990s, Starfield and colleagues have demonstrated that nations with stronger primary care infrastructure have lower rates of premature deaths, deaths from treatable conditions, and neonatal and postneonatal mortality, even after accounting for differences in demographics and gross domestic product (66–68). In contrast, nations such as Belgium, Germany, and the United States, which rank lower in primary care organization and processes, have higher costs and lower health outcomes.

Case studies within specific countries further illustrate primary care’s benefits to health systems (69). In the 1950s and 1960s, Sweden invested heavily in hospitals and specialists, but subsequent overuse of services and high costs triggered increased emphasis on primary care clinicians and infrastructure. Utilization and costs decreased. Finland has witnessed a similar trajectory. Spain enacted tax-based financing in 1994 and moved to increase its supply of family physicians. Primary care delivery was linked to a geographically defined population base and was reorganized in health care centers that emphasized multidisciplinary teamwork. Eight years later, areas where reform was implemented had better continuity and patient satisfaction with care, although access and comprehensiveness achieved fewer gains (70).

The United Kingdom arguably has the most strongly institutionalized system of primary care, and its central role continues to expand. Working within 303 local “primary care trusts,” designed to make allocation decisions more responsive to community needs, general practitioners now share responsibility for purchasing medical and social services for their defined populations. Although there have been significant hurdles as general practitioners transitioned to their new role (71), primary care trusts have generated new approaches to providing clinical services, enhanced quality improvement, and established new collaborations with social services (72).

In the United States, the Veterans Administration (VA) is an example of a large delivery system that has reorganized to enhance primary care. In 1995, the VA began opening community-based outpatient clinics, sites intended to provide veterans with more geographically accessible services while emphasizing primary care. Total direct patient care costs are significantly lower in community-based outpatient clinics because these clinics less frequently use ancillary services and specialists (73). In addition, traditional VA medical centers have also reorganized themselves to improve their primary care components. Outcomes have included enhanced continuity of care, higher rates of preventive services, fewer hospitalizations, and lower death rates (74).
In contrast, Kaiser Permanente has long been organized to integrate generalist and specialist care. Although the proportion of specialist physicians in the Permanente Medical Group has increased to 60% in parallel with the overall trend in the United States, the Kaiser model emphasizes close integration of generalists and specialists working together in multispecialty groups that also include midlevel practitioners. These teams collaborate to develop guidelines and protocols that direct the patient to the most appropriate level of care. Collaboration between generalists and specialists has been one of the organizational features that have allowed Kaiser to deliver a high quality of care at relatively low cost (75).

**Transforming Primary Care to Improve Services**

The skeptical reader will have identified instances where primary care’s performance in providing the listed services has been suboptimal. Idealized visions of primary care have been difficult to convert into reliably executed reality (76). Some of the expertise relevant to primary care—integration, personalization, effective collaboration (77)—is difficult to program. Other deficiencies have been common to the broader medical care system, including the failure to reliably deliver beneficial clinical interventions (78). Although primary care has already busied itself addressing some of these deficiencies, with advances such as electronic medical records, same-day appointment access (79), team care (80), chronic care models (81), and quality improvement programs, further transformations will be necessary to improve the systems-level contribution of primary care to the health system.

Primary care transformation will rely partially on technology such as information systems, but the main task is organizational: enhancing primary care’s performance as an essential hub in the network formed by patients, health care organizations, and communities. Modern understanding of systems ranging from metabolic pathways to corporations to the Internet has emphasized that robust networks are characterized by a small set of nodes with disproportionately high connectedness (82). These well-connected nodes greatly decrease the number of times that information must travel from node to node to traverse the network (83). Effective primary care provides the well-connected nodes in the health care network, and many of the needed design improvements in primary care relate to enhancing its network functions. A successful design should address the following key questions:

1. How should people be linked to primary care practices to promote the systems functions of primary care?
2. How should primary care be linked to other services within the health care system to optimize the functioning of the overall system?
3. How should primary care be linked to communities to best integrate community needs with health care system services?

How these connections are created is also important. Unlike regionalized tertiary care, primary care is a decentralized, bottom-up endeavor necessarily dispersed where its constituents reside; prescriptive, top-down formulations risk failure to successfully address local circumstances. Instead, the most effective strategies will outline the necessary linkages, allowing for adaptable local design and evolution of working interactions (25). Several general principles for reform follow from the discussion of complex systems’ characteristics earlier in the paper:

First, the diversity of system components should be matched to the complexity of tasks. When the team is faced with high-complexity clinical tasks, adding people with varied skills to the team increases the number of possible solutions that will be generated. For example, routine early review of certain high-acuity patients with a specialist or pharmacotherapist may identify solutions that accelerate appropriate use of specialized medications or interventions. Conversely, many repetitive low-complexity clinical tasks should be handled by members of the primary care team other than the physician, reserving physician-level expertise for individualized care (84).

Second, changing interactions may be more important than changing people. Most primary care physicians probably have established relationships with all the different types of health care personnel that are required to deliver excellent care, but the interactions are not designed to optimize outcomes. For example, as will be discussed later, there may be one interaction mode (referral) for a set of problems that requires multiple possible responses.

Third, feedback mechanisms that inform system components about the outcomes of their behavior must be created. Without feedback, components or interactions cannot purposefully evolve. All primary care teams require feedback on their collective performance so that the team can learn (85). Finding metrics suitable for measuring the health effects of primary care has been difficult (86), but progress may require the generalist community to choose a few “good enough” measures that will be routinely collected, and to begin to track and compare outcomes.

**Linkages with Persons**

The most powerful boost to primary care’s population-wide effectiveness would be achieved by assuring universal access to health care. Universal access would improve population-wide access to basic primary care functions such as initial assessments of health care needs, triage to necessary specialty care, and primary and secondary prevention.

Linking every person with a primary care clinician of choice should be a policy priority for both government and private delivery systems. Even persons with little need for health care, or those whose care is overwhelmingly supplied by subspecialists, should have an identified primary care clinician to enable the functions of primary care that require population management, such as delivery of preven-
tive services and implementation of chronic care models. Another advantage would be the ability to calculate population denominators for primary care research.

As argued by Bodenheimer and colleagues (87), primary care clinicians’ role should be to coordinate care rather than act as gatekeepers. Setting primary care as a barrier to obtaining services was distasteful to both patients and clinicians, and was unfaithful to the dual responsibility of primary care to remedy undertreatment as well as restrain overtreatment. But perhaps the current shift toward patient cost-sharing as the preferred way to limit medical expenditures (88) may turn the gatekeeping dynamic on its head and provide incentives for patients to seek out trusted sources of advice on what care is truly of value. Data from the RAND Health Insurance Experiment and Medical Outcomes Study demonstrate that consumer cost-sharing reduces the use of both effective and ineffective medical interventions (89, 90). Thus, consumers subject to financial disincentives for seeking care need guidance to avoid underuse of beneficial services. The advising function of generalists could be promoted by reduced cost-sharing for primary care visits. Of course, to maintain credibility as care coordinators, primary care physicians must shun the financial conflicts of interest that sabotaged public confidence in their objectivity as gatekeepers.

**Linkages with Other Health System Components**

The 3 generalist disciplines (general pediatrics, general internal medicine, and family medicine) should establish a working association. From a systems perspective, without an institutionalized role in a national health system, primary care is severely constrained in its administrative relationships (91). Generalists would benefit from collective efforts to study, improve, negotiate, and advocate for their roles in the health care system — yet alliances remain the exception. We therefore propose the formation of a “Primary Care Partnership,” a collaborative association of the 3 disciplines whose role would be to provide national leadership on issues of common interest, such as improving the systems role of generalists, integrating health care, implementing life course models of care, working more effectively with communities, and selecting performance measures. (As does the European Union, the Primary Care Partnership could rotate leadership among its constituencies.)

The Primary Care Partnership would also increase representation of a generalist agenda at policy forums and funding agencies. For instance, to lobby Congress and the National Institutes of Health for increased funding for generalist issues such as reducing fragmentation of care, coordinated representation from the 3 primary care specialties would give generalism a bigger voice and the potential to exert more influence.

Another necessary step is improving primary care’s performance in integrating care: ensuring that the health care team pulls together to best serve patient needs in the medical, behavioral, and social arenas. Extensive anecdotal evidence suggests that care integration is often poor. Integration is complex, time-consuming work; improving primary care’s performance in integrating care will involve an effort akin to that of improving safety. Effective integration must become part of the curriculum in primary care training. Systems of care will need to evolve so that integration is a built-in system property, with information systems, teams, and organizational linkages promoting integration. For example, a local group of clinicians or a larger delivery system could devise integration “templates” for common primary care scenarios, such as school failure, family violence, frail elderly persons, chronic or life-threatening illness, and end-of-life care. Depending on the locale and system of care in which the practice was embedded, these templates could span the range from alerting primary care clinicians to existing local resources to engaging previously specified teams that would work with the patient.

The division of care between generalists and specialists should be reconceptualized from a systems perspective. While referral usually focuses on the narrow question of which type of clinician should see the patient, it makes more sense to optimize the outcomes generated by the generalist–specialist system of care, given that outcomes are determined less by the quality of specialized intervention — although that too is essential — than by its appropriate application (92). As discussed above, the filtering function of generalists is critical, and care should be taken that the filter be neither too permissive nor too restrictive. Generalists should work with specialists to address the following questions: What are the volume–outcome relationships for a specific condition in both primary and specialty care and how can they be optimized? When is referral too early, and when is it too late? They should create communication patterns that support the proper selection of steps along the referral continuum of advice, formal consultation, co-management, or referral (93, 94). Over time, it will be important to take into account the co-evolution of primary care clinicians and specialists because change in what either does has implications for the other. For instance, as primary care practitioners became more comfortable prescribing antidepressant medications, there were implications for psychiatric practitioners in referral case mix and changes in the consultative relationship. Unfortunately, the co-evolution of roles and responsibilities is often left to play out haphazardly, although this is changing in integrated delivery systems such as Kaiser Permanente, which has recently designed a program for integration of primary and specialized mental health services early in the course of treatment (95).

**Linkages with Communities**

Response to community needs remains one of the most challenging tasks of primary care. As the arm of clinical medicine with the broadest reach into the community, primary care clinicians are well-positioned to help the health care system to understand local needs and design...
programs that address community health (96), yet there is often little coordination between public health and primary care (97). Well-developed models of community engagement, such as community-oriented primary care (COPC) (98), remain the ideal, but they have met with limited success in the United States because of limitations in clinician time, poorly defined relationships between communities and practices, and the lack of reimbursement for community health activities. Despite the obstacles, however, addressing community needs in an anticipatory rather than reactive manner requires perseverance.

Every primary care practice should forge 3 types of community linkages. First are linkages with community agencies that can augment, or obtain funding for indigent patients to receive, the clinical or social services that the practice offers. Because the network function of primary care is often hindered by lack of information about these agencies and their services, social workers or other appropriately trained personnel should be closely linked to primary care. Communities can also create Internet-based information systems that would assist network connections.

Second, primary care needs to have ongoing connections with local public health departments that can share data on local patterns of morbidity and mortality that can help shape clinical interventions. Given that most practices in the United States are not explicitly linked with populations, a useful heuristic to create connections among primary care, public health, and communities is the concept of a “practice footprint.” Most practices serve a panel of patients drawn from nearby neighborhoods; although usually corresponding poorly with any traditionally defined community, the panel nevertheless reflects the practice’s coverage—in a set of one or more neighborhoods. Thus, in an era when many local public health departments track risk factors, diseases, and preventive services with sophisticated geographic information systems (specifying, for example, which dwellings contain nonimmunized children), such information can be used to define the intersection of a practice’s community footprint with a set of epidemiologic risks, thereby guiding action. For instance, a practice with many patients from a ZIP code with a high incidence of cervical cancer could be prompted to review its performance in screening women from those ZIP codes and to contact women who had not been screened. To define its footprint, a practice would provide the health department with a set of addresses from administrative data, and the health department would produce a report of the most urgent morbidity in the areas reached by the practice.

Third, public health services often target the same prevention goals as primary care, offering programs that address behavioral risk factors. There are many lost opportunities for information to flow in both directions, with practice patients who remain unaware about available programs, and public health staff who remain uninformed about pockets of need identified in primary care practice. Active collaboration can strengthen these networks.

**Payment Reform as a System Intervention**

Although a detailed discussion of reimbursement reform is beyond the scope of this paper, it is clear that payment mechanisms affect systems by enabling or constraining the adoption of new models of delivering services. Reimbursement mechanisms must be aligned with important system functions. For example, innovations such as e-mail communication with patients, group visits for chronic illness care, shared generalist–specialist care, and community-oriented primary care have been hindered by reimbursement issues.

**Conclusion**

Primary care provides essential functions within health systems and populations that go beyond its treatment of individual patients. These functions advance the interests of stakeholders throughout the health care system and help address 2 of the urgent questions facing health care globally: First, how can we make the benefits of basic health care widely accessible to all people within a society? Second, how can needs and services best be matched so that we neither neglect necessary care nor deliver unnecessary care? Explicitly recognizing and supporting its system functions must be an important part of current efforts to reform primary care. Concerted effort is needed to develop the organizational characteristics that enable primary care to function well at the center of an integrated network weaving together health systems and communities, allowing patients to access appropriate high-quality services along the spectrum of care. The demands of a fragmented nonsystem can no longer be the dominant forces in practice organization; the design must now address itself to the needs of patients and populations.
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